We investigate characteristic features of realistic parameter choice for primordial inflation with supersymmetric Higgs inflaton as an example of particle physics inflation model. We discuss constraints from observational results and analyze the degree of fine tuning needed to induce slow-roll inflation for wide range of soft supersymmetry breaking scale. The observed amplitude of density fluctuations implies that the minimal fine tuning for the combined electroweak scale and inflaton flatness predicts the spectral index of n s = 0.950 − 0.965, which includes the central value from observational data.
Introduction
Recent experimental information such as the Planck satellite results [1] provides cosmological parameters with increasing accuracy, which enables us to perform detailed numerical examination of realistic model parameters in various candidate inflation models [2] . One of the motivations to investigate numerical aspects of concrete inflation models is to see how the model parameters are chosen or tuned to realize appropriate slow-roll inflation.
In this paper, among various models of inflation, we adopt a supersymmetric Higgs inflation model [3] to investigate its quantitative aspects as a simple example of particle physics model of inflation. In addition to the parameter tuning for inflation, such a particle physics model of inflation may be relevant for electroweak hierarchy tuning. We are also confronted with no discovery of superpartners so far. Hence we do not restrict ourselves to the case of weak scale supersymmetry (SUSY) in contrast to the conventional analysis.
As for the supersymmetric Higgs degrees of freedom, the quartic contributions to the scalar potential due to gauge interactions are identically zero for specific directions called D-flat directions in the field space of Higgs scalars. Along these flat directions, the scalar potential is determined by the soft SUSY breaking terms and higher order non-renormalizable operators appearing in the effective low energy theory. For suitable parameter choices, such a scalar potential can realize successful primordial inflation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the setup of supersymmetric Higgs inflation model, whose D-flat direction is modified to have a nearly flat inflection point. We identify the model parameters which are fine tuned to realize slow-roll inflation. In section 3, the observational constraints on temperature fluctuations of cosmic microwave background radiation are taken into account to obtain its index of spectral tilt in the supersymmetric Higgs inflation model as depicted in tables 1−3. In section 4, we consider inflationary parameter tuning to induce slow-roll inflation, the observed amplitude of density fluctuations, or eternal inflation in the present setup. The final section concludes the paper.
The inflaton potential
We first recapitulate the supersymmetric Higgs inflation model considered by Chatterjee and Mazumdar [3] . The Higgs fields are those of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with up-type and down-type ones denoted by H u and H d , respectively.
D-flat direction
Let us parametrize the D-flat direction of the Higgs potential as follows:
where Φ is a complex scalar field. The quartic terms in the potential would vanish along this direction in the case of genuine MSSM.
The potential can be modified by non-renormalizable terms which originate from the Higgs superpotential
where M P denotes the reduced Planck mass ≃ 2.4 × 10 18 GeV and H u and H d are superfields corresponding to H u and H d . Hereafter, we only keep the lowest additional term with k = 2 in this paper.
Taking into account soft SUSY breaking terms, we have the scalar potential along the D-flat direction as
where φ and θ denote the radial and angular components of the field Φ = 1 √ 2 φe iθ and
The soft parameters m 2 Hu , m 2
, and b are coefficients of Higgs soft quadratic terms in the potential. Here, we have taken all the parameters to be positive.
The potential is minimized along the angular direction when θ = 0 with the effective θ mass above the Hubble mass during inflation. Then it is given by
where m 0 ≡ m(θ = 0). This m 0 may be regarded as a typical soft SUSY breaking scale so that the hierarchy between m 0 and the Z boson mass m Z indicates the electroweak fine tuning.
Inflection point and slow-roll parameters
For the primordial Higgs inflation to occur successfully, the potential at least has to possess some region where the slow-roll conditions are satisfied. Actually, such a flat region is realized if the potential has an inflection point almost like a saddle point.
The potential (5) has a saddle point when the parameter relation 3m 2 0 = 4µ 2 holds. Hence we define a characteristic parameter α as
which parameterizes the tuning required for slow-roll inflation, reminiscent of electroweak scale tuning in MSSM. We restrict ourselves to the regime α 2 > 0, for which the potential is monotonic around the inflection point.
If this parameter is fine-tuned as α 2 ≪ 1, successful slow-roll inflation can occur near the inflection point φ = φ 0 :
We assume φ 0 ≪ M P , that is, m 0 ≪ λ 2 M P . Around the inflection point φ 0 , the potential can be expanded as
where
The ellipsis represents higher order terms, whose effects during inflation we neglect in the following analysis.
The slow-roll parameters are given by
The absolute values of these parameters are smaller than one during inflation.
The inflation ends when the slow-roll parameter η reaches one so that the end point φ = φ end of slow-roll inflation is given by
This should be small enough to neglect higher order terms in the potential.
Observational constraints
The parameters which characterize the primordial inflation model are constrained by observational data. In particular, we have restrictions on the amplitude of density fluctuations √ A s ≃ 4.69 × 10 −5 and its spectral tilt parameterized by the spectral index n s ≃ 0.96 with narrowing uncertainties [1] .
For the supersymmetric Higgs inflation model described in the previous section, these quantities are obtained [4, 5] by means of inflaton equations of motion as
where X ≡ α Based on our numerical analysis, we now consider possible criteria for inflationary parameter tuning.
The obvious minimum requirement is that inflationary phase is at least present. The equations (12) and (13) for slow-roll parameters yield the indispensable condition for slowroll inflation to occur as ǫ(φ 0 ± ∆φ q ) 1 and η(φ 0 ± ∆φ q ) 1, which amount to
Here, ∆φ q denotes quantum variance ∆φ q ≃ H/2π in the field φ during Hubble time H −1 .
Thus, the smaller m 0 /M P is, the less the necessary fine tuning for X is.
As a realistic primordial inflation, sizable density fluctuations should be produced during inflationary phase. Let us reflect on the expressions (15) and (16) in the field φ during Hubble time H −1 is larger than the corresponding classical change
In the present model, this condition turns out to be
For the field to be randomly kept inside the eternal inflation regime, the right-hand side of the inequality have to be larger than the inflaton quantum variance squared during the Hubble time. This requires
Namely, if α is small enough to satisfy this inequality, the eternal inflation regime exists near the inflection point. For λ 2 ∼ 10 −7 , this condition turns out to be X 10 2 , which yields n s = 0.900 − 0.933 for N = 40 − 60.
Conclusion
We We performed a simple case study of supersymmetric Higgs inflation model in this paper.
Inflationary parameter tuning may be intriguing to explore in various models of inflation [2] , by one of which we suspect the primordial inflation of our universe is well described.
Future observations will further constrain realistic inflation models and enable us to make even more detailed examination on parameter choices thereof. We hope that this serves to reveal fundamental structures to determine model parameters in particle physics. 1.0 × 10 1 0.334 × 10 −7 0.933 (3.528 × 10 −4 ) (7.851) Table 3 : Sample parameters sets for the N = 60 case. The maximal value of X to achieve √ A s = 4.69 × 10 −5 is X = 2.461 × 10 4 with λ 2 = 0.538 × 10 −7 and n s = 0.965. The parenthesized values are written just for completeness.
